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SUMMARY, WARNING, PURPOSE, AND NEEDED BACKGROUND1
SUMMARY: God wants us to become Christians and afterward become mature in Christ so that we
can know and relate to Him in His depth-breadth now and especially in eternity. We become mature
by learning to live as Christ lives where all thoughts and actions come from God the Father (Now
includes the Holy Bible). Be sure to have training that allows this maturity to occur. Central to becoming
mature is spiritually dying to self so that all thoughts and actions come from God as a source and He,
not us, works all things together for our eternal good. It is Christ living out His life through us. It is a life
lived by faith and sacrificial love with biblical character qualities and altitudes. It is life lived under God’s
Greatness. Living this way, makes Him God in our experience.
Many of our churches, without question, are teaching many good things.2 They teach good Bible
content, are doing evangelism, have a foreign mission’s program, have Awana programs, have VBS
programs, and are working in after school Bible clubs. However, in recent times, we have a movement
in our churches to teach mostly first-level training (without also teaching in depth-breadth to mature
their people) and changing their music from the hymns to various forms of rock-band music. Its
purpose is to reach the young people for Christ and to bring them into the Church. This movement is
involving thousands of churches. It is bringing a major falling away from God’s best. Our public schools
are also most seriously dumbing down where students cannot do critical analysis.
The result of this church and public school dumbing down is that our young people growing up know
but little and have limited ability to do critical analysis to determine what is happening, particularly as
world government comes. Our churches are becoming immature, with a loss of biblical intellect, and
with a low plateau of biblical knowledge. The churches do not have a curriculum in place to bring their
people to maturity in Christ, how to walk as Christ walks, and training to do adequate ministry. The
churches are more procedurally and method oriented than knowing God’s Whole Counsel in the
Scriptures and being outcome oriented.

1. REFERENCE REPORTS: The details and Scriptural development are found in my web site reports: (1)
God and His Greatness Must Be Central; (2) The Pattern View of Prophecy; (3) The Endtimes Scenario For
How Revelation’s Events Unfold; (4) The. August-October 2006 Web Site Newsletter: (5) Interpretation and
Critical Understanding of Endtimes Bible Prophecy, and (6) Serious Symptomatic Problems In Today’s
Churches Based on Four Major Causes With Their Impacts and Indicated Solutions.
2. GOOD THINGS: This report deals mostly with American churches. We have churches around the world
who are doing many good things with many coming daily to Christ. Many of these are underground
churches. Many of these churches are not in the Church Growth Movement as described in this report.
However, many of them are.
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A lower tier of this church situation, called the Church Growth Movement and Emerging Churches, is
capturing thousands of churches world wide based on human love and caring relationships. These are
good things at the human level, but they generally leave out salvation, living under Christ’s Lordship,
and becoming mature in Christ. The movement appears not to understand what is sin and it’s severe
eternal penalty. Thus, it is an apostate movement.
Tolerance laws are coming that do not allow one to speak against another’s beliefs or to state that their
beliefs are the only correct one. The objective in these new laws and the church movements is to make
all people the same without conflict bringing in a form of communism. The coming world government
will make war against objectors and disruptors.
We always have had church and government problems. But now there is an overt simultaneous action
to dumb down thousands of churches to bring socialism. We are heading into and helping to bring the
endtimes Tribulation.3 We are heading into the darkest spiritual period of history where but few
will know God’s Word in any depth-breadth and know what is happening as the Tribulation runs
its course. The satanic concept is to prevent those not Christians from finding the true Gospel
to be saved. It is to prevent Christians from being matured so God’s work will not be
accomplished. Those Christians who cannot compromise will be incarcerated and martyred.
There will come incarceration and murder of a very large number of existing committed
Christians.
We need now urgently to mature our people in Christ, particularly our children and youth, as
God commands for all time periods. We need to brief them on the coming times that they will
experience. We need to put in some provisions to get through the calamity.
WARNING: Become prepared for the soon-coming Tribulation that will place us under world
government and remove our freedoms. We will go under a form of socialism. The Tribulation
is coming because the Church is falling away followed by the public’s increasing sin. As stated,
Satan will take action to suppress Christianity and make war against Christians. Many will be
incarcerated and martyred. The Church will be raptured at Christ’s Second Coming after the
Tribulation and after all people who are to live, will have lived, and will have made formal and
binding decisions in life or by death to accept or deny Christ’s Gospel.4
NEWSLETTER PURPOSE: This report describes how the United States government and Church (in
falling away world wide) are helping to cause and bring the endtimes Tribulation and its world
government. We are going to lose our sovereign governments, constitutions, and freedoms. The
spiritual darkness will continually greatly increase until Christ comes after the Tribulation. This report
describes what we should now be doing in light of the current times and eternity.
The endtimes’ coming results from implementing several three-step procedures. The Church’s falling
away is symptomatic of several causes. Satan is influencing this falling away and government actions.
He is using their results and other actions to have conditions that bring world government and
conditions under world government that he needs. Things are working toward a world government of

3. TRIBULATION: The Tribulation is the name for Revelation’s events that occur just before Christ’s Second
Coming.
4. GOSPEL DEFINITION: The Gospel is that Christ died on the Cross satisfying God Justice for sin, was
buried, and was bodily resurrected from the dead to life on the third day.(1 Corinthians 15:1-4)
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socialism where all people live, have, act, and believe the same. But this condition is without Christ’s
Gospel for salvation and Bible training.
We must now do critical analysis of our personal, family, and Church motivations and actions. We
should urgently make needed changes. If we, particularly as leaders, are acting against God’s will and
hurting our people, even unknowingly, we can be subject to judgment when the Tribulation comes. This
can be true even if we are doing many good things.
This newsletter describes what is happening that helps bring the Tribulation and why. It presents what
we must do now. But first, we present needed background so we can see the why of what is happening
and what changes we may need to make.
NEEDED BACKGROUND: God placed people (us) on the earth to become Christians and then, most
importantly afterward, to become mature in Christ-likeness in relationship living with high-skill spiritual
ability. This ability is needed to know and relate to God toward His fulness, living holy and righteous
lives by faith and sacrificial love in close fellowship with Him and each other in eternity. The degree
of our maturity and ability we have at death can influence the rate and degree we can know and relate
to God in eternity. Thus we should pursue this maturity as God commands with commitment and
excellence for whatever reasons He may have, even those we cannot know now. We are to learn and
live as Christ lived on the earth with every thought and action coming from God the Father as a source.
God established a spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan during our life time to bring the
developing and training environment where learning mistakes (sin - breaking God’s spiritual laws) can
be made for us to gain this maturity. This is what this lifetime is all about. There is nothing apart from
this relationship with God of knowing and relating to Him. These mistakes (sin, the transgressing of
God’s spiritual laws) requires a Justice to be satisfied that Christ did on the Cross from God’s love for
us. We must personally receive this satisfied Justice by faith as we understand that sin is wrong and
we need to change from it (repentance). Otherwise, God will satisfy His Justice by placing us into the
Lake of Fire. This is a most terrible place that no one should want to go.5
We have been in this spiritual warfare between Christ and Satan continually since the Garden of Eden.
We are now in the end phase of God’s Plan that is leading to history’s termination. There are
motivations for fighting the warfare. In this warfare, Christ is to bring God the Father’s elect to believe
the Gospel and afterward to accomplish His chosen work. Satan, on the other hand in order to win the
warfare, is working to prevent any of the elect from believing the Gospel and/or accomplishing any of
God’s chosen work. He is also working to establish world government over which he and his man will
rule. He wants the world to worship him overtly and/or unknowingly. He works to be equal to the Most
High God.
At this time, before man comes upon the earth, God sentenced Satan and his evil angels to the Lake
of Fire to satisfy His Justice for their sin. (This sentence is not carried out until after the Church’s
Rapture as history is terminating.) God will exonerate Satan and his angels from this sentence if he
can win the warfare. By doing so, he would demonstrate that he, like God, can work all things together
for his good. He would be like the Most High God. He does not realize that only a perfect holy and
righteous God can work all things together for good and without sin. Before the fact, neither Christ nor

5. LAKE OF FIRE: Those in the Lake of Fire will experience absolute spiritual and physical blackness,
(darkness) never to see another person for ever. They will be in spiritual and physical pain. I cannot fathom
being in such a place. Be sure to share the Gospel so that your family and others can have God’s best in
eternity.
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Satan know who are the elect or what works they will do. God the Father maintains the warfare fair for
Him, Christ, Satan, the holy and evil angels, and believers, and unbelievers.
At some point in time at the end of our current Church Period, time known only to God the Father, all
humans that are to live, will have lived, and will have made formal and binding decisions in life or by
death to accept or deny the Gospel. All will have completed their works. At that time, after all have
made formal decisions, the heavenly court, after the endtimes Tribulation, by examining the many
books, will determine that Christ has won the warfare. All the elect did actually believe. They did
actually accomplish all of God’s chosen works. Having won the warfare, Christ now raptures the
Church in resurrection to be with Him forever. He rewards the believers according to their works.
Having lost the warfare, Satan and his angels are now cast eternally into the Lake of Fire implementing
God’s sentence. God in Christ then resurrects and judges the unbelievers, He casts them into the Lake
of Fire with punishment according to their works. These are eternal states.
Revelation’s seven-sealed scroll contains the way and sequence by which Christ can and will win back
or take back the Earth’s Title Deed. He must win back this Title Deed in order to win the warfare that
allows Him to bring the resurrections and final judgments. (Sealed scrolls gave instructions for how
people in the Old Testament gained back their lost property.) Satan usurped the Title Deed in the
Garden of Eden with the disobedience of Adam and Eve. Revelation’s events under the seven seals
is how Christ accomplishes that required to win back the Title Deed. The heavenly court awards it to
Him after the Tribulation.
To begin Revelation’s endtimes sequence, God establishes an endtimes favored nation - the United
States. When the Church and people in the favored nation generally obey God, the nation has great
blessing, prosperity, and freedoms. The United Sates has had more blessings from God by orders of
magnitude more than any other nation in history including Old Testament Israel. (The same sequence
and happenings happened with Israel as God’s Old Testament favored nation. Thus, because the
sequence repeats, I call this sequence a Pattern Sequence and my view of prophecy, The Pattern
View.) In this sequence when the Church falls away and the people turn to sin, God removes His
blessings, Satan gains more power to bring world government over which he and his man will rule. In
order to accomplish having God’s people disobey, Satan brings things into the nation gradually to
which the Church and people fall prey. Great blessings lead to disobedience - no longer depending
upon God. Under great blessing in the country, the Church and people begin to depend upon the
accompanying prosperity and no longer as much on God. This brings sin and the beginning of a falling
away that become more mature and more severe over time.
Satan will use socialistic dictatorship in the world government as one last attempt to prevent the elect
from believing and accomplishing God’s chosen work. The government will make war with the Church.
God will allow him this action and bringing the Tribulation when the Church goes into great apostasy.
God uses the situation as His method to terminate history.
The Church through the centuries has had many problems. But now, during the endtimes
sequence, the Church is taking overt action that is effecting thousands of churches in a falling
away world-wide. The only way we can understand what is happening and sorting things out
is to know Bible doctrine and then accurately.
The cause of this apostasy and what we as churches and families, with urgency, should do now will
be described. Signs and conditions now signal, alert, and warn that the endtimes Tribulation can come
at any time. We need to be prepared and ready. But will you and I be? Will our children and youth be?
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THE APOSTASY IN THE NATION AND IN THE CHURCH
LEADING TO WORLD GOVERNMENT
DISCUSSION: As stated, Satan wants to have world government over which he and his man will rule.
He wants the people worshiping him as god, even unknowingly. He will use the world government in
a clamp down mode and attempt to have everyone be equal. This is to bring socialism. He wants this
situation so that the elect might not believe and might not accomplish all of God’s chosen work.
For world government to come now in the final and endtimes pattern sequence of Revelation, he must
get the true church to fall away. He does this in many ways described below. In this falling away, the
churches are involved doing things man’s instead of God’s ways. Only then will God allow him to bring
the government.
In His world government, Satan wants everybody believing the same at the human level, leaving out
major Bible teachings with the Gospel and Christ’s Lordship. He does not want any dissidents. He will
make war against all dissidents to His government and world religion. These dissidents include
Christianity, Islam, and Judaism. The liberal unbelieving churches have already fallen away. The
devdeloping world religion is founded on everyone accepting all beliefs as equal to maintain human
relationships. He dupes the churches to dumb down: (1) without doing true and area-wide
evangelism;(2) not maturing their people with in depth-breadth Bible training so they will not be
involved in God’s true work and know what is happening; (3) to use rock music to desensitize
understanding and to give him worship; (3) to be involved in immorality so God cannot use them; and
(4) to have them speak in false tongues so they cannot become mature in Christ. He gets church
people apathetic so they do but little. Churches will respond in different amounts and in different ways.
Many churches will still stay true to the faith - in differing amounts.
There no doubt will be a separate good secular education for Satan’s people who are to lead his work.
They will be educated to know what is happening and help lead it, perhaps not knowing the overall
picture. His people are all ready leading government to a large degree secretly behind the
scenes. The general public, apart from the underground media, is unaware.
He also dupes the government to dumb down the public education so young people know less. Then,
as the young people become adults, the public and Church cannot do critical analysis - independent
thinking. And so everyone will be equal and will be docile under his world government. He will act
everywhere to suppress Biblical Truth and disruptions. Being dumbed down, all will be equal and
ideally will not know what is happening when the calamity and world government come.
Additionally, Satan is bringing population control so that the elect might not be born and accomplish
God’s work. This control includes abortion, the gay movement, and the virus. He will eliminate all
people (mainly consumers) who do not contribute to the work force. This will no doubt include the
retired, disabled, severely sick, and those who live where the essential work is not being done such
as in Africa.
Satan is using inflation so at some point, there will come a financial crisis. This will eliminate the wealth
of the middle class. Only his own people will know how to circumvent the situation.

DETAILS OF WHAT IS HAPPENING IN MANY
OF OUR CHURCHES AND SCHOOLS
There are exceptions everywhere. But our churches are doing things generally in a three point
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sequence called the dialectic process. The process uses method (anti-thesis) to take things from
where they are (thesis) to where one wants things to become (synthesis). However, the result contains
elements and devastating results upon which the churches did not plan and do not want. They bring
what Satan wants. Refer to the chart at the report’s end.
For example, the youth are no longer attending church (thesis). So the Churches want to reach today’s
youth, in the environment in which they live, for Christ and bring them into the Church. So they (1)
dumb down their Bible teaching (omitting negatives) to meet felt needs without also teaching in depthbreadth to mature their people; (2) use rock-type music; (3) use facilitated home groups, and (4) use
the world’s advertising methods. The negative aspects avoided in the training are such as discipline
for sin, hell, the Lake of Fire, and going through the endtimes Tribulation (not teaching Bible prophecy).
This is method or anti-thesis. This approach does bring many youth into the Church (synthesis).
But this approach also, over time, produces an immature church with a loss of biblical intellect and one
that has a low plateau of Bible knowledge and understanding of the walk with Christ (Satan’s
synthesis). Where this approach of dumbing down etc. meets the goals of Churches, it does not meet
God’s goals to mature His people so that they can know and relate to Him in His depth-breadth. It
meets Satan’s goals to have the church fall away so that God allows him to bring the endtimes
Tribulation and world government. It meets Satan’s goals that when he brings world government with
its trappings, the people will not be able to do critical analysis to determine what is happening in light
of God’s Plan to terminate history and/or them to become mature in Christ.
Other examples of the process that brings the results that Satan intends for his purposes:
1. We do not have complete data but in our view observing the situation, churches are working to
establish world-wide love relationships by meeting the people’s felt needs. They are drawing many
unbelievers into the churches. This movement is going world-wide with thousands of churches being
involved. These can be good things. However, these Church Growth and Emerging Church
Movements are training with but little of God’s Word. The churches are essentially leaving out
the wrongness of sin, the need for repentance, that which allows one to became a Christian and
the need to train in depth-breadth to become mature in Christ-likeness.
Thus, the movement does good things on the horizontal human level, but, in our view, it is an
apostate movement in the vertical with God. It is a humanistic movement essentially without
salvation and maturity in Christ. Thus, these movements implement Satan’s goals. Because they
are drawing many churches with a dumbed down teaching and an omitting much teaching, they are
apostate movements. They in effect are changing God’s Word and bringing a famine of His Word.
Those involved in leadership are change agents. Key agents are Rick Warren and Bill Hybels.6
The Church Growth Movement is detailed in my web site document: Serious Symptomatic
Problems In Today’s Churches Based on Four Major Causes With Their Impacts and Indicated
Solutions and in the reference in footnote 6. Examine these references for more detailed
background and understanding. The actions of our churches are symptoms of causes.
These causes, in our view, in additions to not knowing sufficient doctrine and lacking discernment
include: (1) not appreciating God’s Greatness so that churches search out everything in the Bible that
God commands for direction and carry such out with commitment and excellence; (2) not realizing that
6. CHANGE AGENTS: DVD by Dr. Robert Klenck: Diaphrax and the Church Manipulating the Church into
Globalism,
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God’s major program is to mature believers in Christ so that they can know and relate to Him in His
depth-breadth in eternity; (3) not realizing what they are doing is implementing key satanic strategy that
the elect might not believe and accomplish God’s work; and (4) not doing critical analysis to determine
what they are actually doing, how well they are actually accomplishing evangelism, maturing their
people, and learning the signs that signal the Tribulation can be soon coming.
2. Another is that the public schools are dumbing down their education so that young people without
knowledge and analytical ability can no longer do critical analysis to figure out what is happening when
the endtimes come - when world government comes. They will not know things are leading to history’s
termination with Christ’s Coming. Being dumbed down and not hearing the Gospel, most unbelievers
most likely will not come to Christ.
3. Satan is getting the youth to use computer games and ipod rock-type music to consume their time.
They have little time to do God’s will. Thus, we have many young people who are Christians, but they
do not live and act as Christians. They are forfeiting what God has planned for them that they become
mature in Christ so they can relate to the living God in His depth-breadth and accomplish His work.
Of course there are many exceptions.
Many of our churches still teach good Bible knowledge and content. But many leave out an emphasis
of teaching the Christian life and how we live it out. Many teach what to do, but not how to do it with
testimony as if they do not know. I have asked leaders, for example, how do we actually glorify God
and they could not tell me.
In summary, leaders are more concerned with reaching the youth for attendance than they are
obeying God to do area-wide local area evangelism and to mature their people in Christlikeness. Satan is preparing the Church and public youth to be dumbed down for the endtimes.
They will come more peacefully under his control. And those who will not submit, will be
eliminated and warred against.
Those having prime responsibility for the above situation are Church and family leaders. They
can be severely judged as the endtimes calamity and Tribulation come. They, in our view, most
likely hold much of the primary responsibility for brining the endtimes Tribulation.

THE SPIRITUAL LAWS:
THE IMPACT AND WHY IS IT HAPPENING;
MORE ON WHO IS RESPONSIBLE
INTRODUCTION: When large numbers transgress spiritual laws, particularly in favored nations such
as in Old Testament Israel and now in the United States, the laws bring results that God says He
brings. God’s results and the actual results of disobeying spiritual laws are the same.
SCRIPTURES TO WHICH TO PAY ATTENTION CONCERNING PRECURSORS TO AND GOING
UNDER WORLD GOVERNMENT: Now that the churches are falling away in apostasy, God brings a
famine of His Word. He also takes away our good music. This famine and music boycott are
happening today. Note these Scriptures that applied to Israel and now to the United States. What is
happening now are precursors that will be much-much worse in the coming Tribulation.
Amos 8:11 - "Behold, days are coming," declares the Lord God, "When I will send a famine on the
land, Not a famine for bread or a thirst for water, But rather for hearing the words of the Lord. (Going
to pablum teaching, God’s Word is now being taken away.)
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2 Timothy 4:3 - For the time will come when they will not endure sound doctrine; but wanting to have
their ears tickled, they will accumulate for themselves teachers in accordance to their own desires;
(e.g. Having home groups based on love relationships to meet human needs, but without
salvation and maturity in Christ.)
Amos 5:23 "Take away from Me the noise of your songs; I will not even listen to the sound of your
harps. (This shows that bad music will be prevalent in the endtimes, but God will not listen to
it. He will not listen to it because the people are in sin. Our hymns are now being taken away,
because churches in their disobedience are using rock band music to which God does not
listen.)
Because the churches are teaching insufficient of His Word, God forgets the children. This is
beginning to happen now and will be in spades in the Tribulation. The children are being
forgotten because our churches are dumbing down their training and will not know what is
happening when the endtimes come - after they have been taken from their parents in the
Tribulation.
Hosea 4:6 - My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge. Because you have rejected knowledge,
I also will reject you from being My priest. Since you have forgotten the law of your God, I also will
forget your children.
God is forgetting the children now (in our churches and public schools) to some extent
because the leaders and church people are in effect rejecting biblical knowledge because they
are teaching insufficient of it.
Then, when the apostasy continues and discipline comes in the Tribulation, the following
happens.
Deuteronomy 28:32, 41 - "Your sons and your daughters shall be given to another people, while
your eyes shall look on and yearn for them continually; but there shall be nothing you can do. . "You
shall have sons and daughters but they shall not be yours, for they shall go into captivity.
Ezekiel 5:17 - 'Moreover, I will send on you famine and wild beasts, and they will bereave you of
children; plague and bloodshed also will pass through you, and I will bring the sword on you. I, the
Lord, have spoken.' "
Again, the responsibility for these first rests upon Church and family leadership and then on
the Church people. Thus, Church leadership and believers now are inadequately obeying God.
Should they not expect God’s judgment?

We should now act to train and use good music. When the Tribulation comes, our
training time will be taken away.
FORFEITURE
In summary, those involved in these wrong movements with their wrong overt
and omitted doings can or will forfeit: (1) sending much spiritual wealth on ahead;
(2) receiving as many heavenly rewards that God wants to give; and (3) most
devastatingly, having the mature high-skill spiritual ability in Christ-likeness in
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relationship living needed to know and relate to God in His depth-breadth living
holy and righteously by faith and sacrificial love in close fellowship with Him.
They can know less of God. And knowing and fellowshipping with God in His
depth-breadth is all there is. What a most terrible eternal penalty to pay from
major disobedience.
WHAT SHOULD WE NOW DO
(With a sense of Urgency)
NEEDED BACKGROUND: We only change what we do when we change our purposes, objectives,
and/or motivations and want to have different results or consequences in our lives. We do not change
when we focus on what we are doing or not doing. What we are doing activates our purposes,
objectives, and motivations and brings the associated results and/or consequences. We must be sure
that our objectives with associated actions will produce the results we intend and will not produce
wrong and/or unwanted or unintended results. Our objectives must be complete or we may not
produce all the results wanted. They should be found in the Bible. The methods should be found there
also.
For example, it is right to want to reach the youth and bring them into the Church. But we must use the
correct and biblical methods or we can produce unwanted results. So if we have the objective to reach
the youth and primarily use dumbed down methods and rock music, we will reach the youth, but we
will also produce an immature Church. So we need to establish higher and more complete objectives
of becoming a Christian and becoming mature in Christ in order to know and relate to God in His
depth-breadth and also to be involved in God’s work. We may dumb down to reach the youth, but we
also and very importantly, will teach and train with God’s Whole Counsel to mature our people in
Christ. We will train our people to do local area-wide evangelism. We will avoid using rock music that
desensitizes our learning abilities.

We must understand that God uses His Word as He works it in people to draw
them to Himself. It is His Word that develops faith in the Gospel. Doing
evangelism, we take the complete Gospel to the people where they live, not use
the world’s music to draw them into the Church so they can hear a watered-down
Gospel. We need to use the methods that God, not the world uses, to draw people
to God, salvation, and to become the Church.
We must not male the mistake that we will be raptured before the calamity and Tribulation come. This
will not happen. If you will read my prophecy reports, you will be convinced that the Rapture can only
come at Christ’s Second Coming after the Tribulation. It can only come after all people who are to live,
have lived, and have made formal decisions to accept or deny the Gospel. It can only come after the
heavenly court declares Christ the winner of the warfare. These happen after the endtimes Tribulation.
We must thoroughly understand that all believers in the Gospel comprise the Church without
exception. The Church is composed of all believers in the Gospel. They have been translated from the
Dominion of Satan into the Kingdom of God. One cannot be a believer without being in the Church.
If you insist on believing wrongly in a Pre-Tribulation Rapture then at least hedge about being
wrong and prepare as suggested in this report and do so with urgency.
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And now that the signs signal the Tribulation and world government can come at any time, we must
now do what we are planning to do with some urgency if we are not already doing it. We should realize
that God commands that we mature our people in all periods. The Tribulation will begin with a most
serious calamity over at least one-fourth of the earth (Read my report: The Endtimes Scenario For How
Revelation’s Events Unfold;) The calamity will come suddenly in a whirlwind without
warning when most believe the current conditions will continue indefinitely.

Those not prepared and matured can be caught blind sided. Most churches most
liekly will not change and be prepared. How will you be caught? How will your
children and youth be caught? How prepared are your children and youth for
being taken from you as parents and satanically educated by the state?
And further we need to add things that allow us to go through the calamity and prepare us for world
government and prison. We realize that it takes time to train our children and youth. This means we
must spend more time with them than we ordinarily would. We need to put them into some form of onthe-job training. We must avoid apathy that we do not act, do not act in time, or do not act adequately.
Doing so, the consequences will produce Satan’s objectives in our lives and allow him to accomplish
his objectives. None of us want this, but it can happen by doing little, default, and apathy.
SUMMARY OF OBJECTIVES AND METHODS: Thus, we, in my view, should do the following as God
leads us:
1. BECOME A CHRISTIAN AND MATURE: We must become a Christian and pursue becoming
mature in Christ with on-the-job training. We should have an appreciation for God’s Greatness, bring
our people to maturity for eternity, avoid satanic strategy in our lives, and do critical analysis to ensure
we are accomplishing what we intend and are not going down wrong paths.
Have your major objective to “become” mature in Christ more than what you are knowing and
doing. But do all three.
2. NEEDED TRAINING: We should train to have God’s best and maturity with some version of God’s
Whole Counsel in depth-breadth academically and practically life oriented so we are at least: (1)
worshiping, glorifying, pleasing, honoring, and obeying God; (2) living godly lives in head-subordinate
relationships patterned after our Lord’s walk with the Father by strong faith and with sacrificial love;
(3) helping to accomplish God’s work of evangelizing complete areas (especially the children and
youth); discipling converts to maturity in Christ, building godly families, planting churches, and reaching
out to help the needy; and (4) learning to believe, and stand strong on the Christian-Faith Doctrines,
including God’s attributes. We must avoid wrong or satanic methods such as using rock-type repetitive
beat music. Use the hymns and selected contemporary music that has a dominate melody. We should
use only accurate Bible translations and avoid paraphrased (interpreted)versions. We should work for
God’s best and to be a living example and testimony of all that God wants us to be. When people see
and observe us, they should see and observe Christ in us, not us. From ourselves we should be doing
nothing. Such testimony will attract others to God - a life that is lived.
When we train, we should ensure we are teaching both what to do, but also very importantly,
how we do things and then with testimony for how we lived it out. We must begin by teaching
content and what to do, but we do not become mature until we live it out. We need to know how
we do this. So this should be taught. The problem we have is that many teachers and pastors
teach what to do without also training with how to do things. So many people appreciate the
whats, but they may not get to the hows to live out what they are being taught.
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In my view, we should train with at least the following followed by a study of The Harmony of the
Gospels regarding the life and ministry of Christ and selected New Testament Epistles:
* BELIEVE STRONG: The Christian-Faith Doctrines with the Attributes of God (See my doctrinal
statement with the Scriptures and the paper on God’s Attributes.)
* WALK STRONG: Christian-Life Relationship Principles covering 1-3 above.(See my charts on
Christian-Life Relationship Principles - Becoming Mature in Christ-Likeness By Learning to Live
God’s Best In Biblical Head-Subordinate Relationships, and regularly read my publication Living by
God’s Righteousness.( More to come.))
The following is key to becoming mature in Christ. We must appreciate God’s Greatness,
such that we obey Him so that He directs everything and all guidance for life comes from
Him (His Holy Bible). We should walk as Christ walked taking all thoughts and actions for
life’s direction from God, not from ourselves, as a source. This allows God to work all things
together for our eternal good. For this to be successful, we must die to self, not doing
anything from ourselves for direction as a source. When we do things for direction, we
should believe by faith, that what we are doing for direction came from God, not ourselves,
as a source. And even then, what we are doing must be in the Bible. As Christ said to Satan:
“It is written.” Then God will act and lead. When we lead and take action without God’s
direction, or believe it came from God (not finding it in the Bible), we tend to work all things
together for good ourselves. This is acting wrongly like the Most High God. We may not want
or intend this result, but this is what happens.
* UNDERSTAND GOD’S PLAN: God’s Plan for History with the Spiritual Warfare and Endtimes
Prophecy (Read and study all the references listed in Footnote 1.)
* PREPARE TO SUFFER: Prepare to Be the Underground Church. We should read the Voice of
the Martyrs’s materials to know: (1) what to do and not to do as the underground church in and out
of prison, and (2) how to prepare for suffering that will come while in prison. It is too late to prepare
after being in prison. (Read Preparing for the Underground Church by Richard Wurmbrand.)
* MANAGE TIME WISELY AND DO RIGHT THINGS: Stop listening ro Rock-Type Music and
Playing Computer Games. Listen and sing the hymns and read your Bibles daily as God
leads. I suggest Proverbs, the Psalms, and the New Testament. Read a few pages of my
publication: Living by God’s Righteousness daily.
3. UNDERSTAND AND PREPARE FOR THE TIMES: We should observe and understand the times
and that calamity and Tribulation can come at any time. We should memorize many promises and
much Scripture and some hymns. When world government comes and we are incarcerated, we will
be without Bibles and hymn books. We should learn to live by strong faith as noted above (See my
Christian-Life Relationship Principles charts.).
We do not know all the details for how the endtimes will come and unfold. But they bring calamity, the
Tribulation, world government, and the termination of history. The spiritual darkness will be ever
increasing with a major falling away of God’s people. Most Christians will die in war or by martyrdom
before Christ comes. When Christ comes, there will be very few Christians alive. The world will be in
complete apostasy - the worse in all of history. (Study my prophecy reports and books for how
endtimes will come and what we can experience.)
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4. BECOME MATURE TO KNOW AND RELATE TO GOD: The only game in town is to become
mature in Christ so we can know and relate to God. One can gain more maturity by trusting and
suffering for God in the Tribulation.
5. PUT IN SOME SUPPLIES: We can put in some supplies and provisions of food, water, personal
items, Bibles, training materials, lighting, and gasoline to get through a few weeks to months of the
calamity and first part of the Tribulation. There will be black outs and the infrastructure will break down
for getting goods to the market place. Try to keep a job for income.
6. LIVE RIGHTEOUSLY: Work to walk with God and live righteously with every thought and action
coming from God. Do not work to preserve your freedoms. They will be take away. Instead work to be
more obedient to God - working for revival. He alone will change the nation if it is to be changed. But
because the endtimes are prophesied to come, It is mostly likely revival will not come. What is
important is not our earthly freedoms, although desired, is our maturity in Christ so that we can know
and relate to God in eternity.
7. LEARN SCRIPTURE FOR LIFE: Learn the commandments to live by love. Memorize the promises
to live by faith. Learn the beatitudes and the spiritual qualifications for leadership to have proper
attitudes and character qualities. Without love demonstrated by keeping God’s commandments we are
nothing. Without knowledge we perish. But learn to trust and have God, not us, work all things together
for our good - our ultimate good in eternity and to fulfill many of His promises. We do this by at least
from our love keep His commandments and from His purpose help accomplish His work.

WATCHMAN WARNING
Be warned and alerted that signs now signal the Tribulation can come at any time now or in the next
few to many years. Only God knows the time. But urgently prepare as insurance to be ready for any
time it may come. Ensure your family is trained, briefed, and becoming mature. Have supplies in place.
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PRAISE OUR GREAT GOD FROM WHOM ALL BLESSINGS FLOW
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